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Worst year on record for UK quoted SCS Companies
We had forecast that 2000 would not be a good year for the UK was affected too. Stemming cashburn became the priority for

Software and IT Services industry but therevenue and profit manyThatmeantcutting costs anda return to the profit mentality.
growth (or lack of it!) figures
surprised even us. In 2000, the 150
quoted companies in our Holway
SCS Index experienced revenUe
growth ofjust 14% compared to 23%
in 1999. It should be remembered
that the figure of 14% growth is total
worldwide revenue growth (i.e. not
just for the UK market) AND includes
the effect of acquisitions. Measuring
organic growth alone, the figure
would be much lower.
Revenue growth is one thing, but
the decline in profit has been even
more dramatic. We have seena complete reversal from the
exceptional profit growth of 1 16% in 1998. In 1999, the profits
of quoted companies were hard hit
and growth slumped to just 8.2%.
With the results of all the companies
swinging from profit to loss (or vice
versa) excluded, profit growth was
an even lower 5.2%.
in 2000, we have returned to a
situation worse than that seen at the
last great SCS slowdown/recession
in 1991 when profits declined by
☜just☝ 17% and in 1995 when the
decline was ☜only☝ 21 %. The decline
in 1999/2000 has been a staggering

78% (an equally high 68% even if
swings from profit to loss, or vice

versa, are ignored).
The recession of 1991 was followed by a profits recovery in
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1992 and 1993, but it was the effects of ☜cost cutting" i.e.job and beyond.

losses followed by recruitment drives
and the return of skills shortages in
some areas that had the effect of
profits sliding, until 1995, when the

decline peaked at 21%.
The EPS performance chart makes
even more gloomy reading. Perhaps
we should rename it the LPS chart

this year as a majority (52%) of
quoted 808 companies reported a
Loss per share with a further 24%
reporting reduced EPS.
This is by far the worst earnings
performance on record

But it would be incorrect to put all of
operating environment. In the first pan of 2000, we believe that

profits went ☜out offashion" as the dot.com fever was rife. It was
considered more important to report
share or even ☜eyeballs☝ as this would send your share price
rocketing. Who cared about pro ts?
Then the dot.com fever evaporated
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Operating in a slowing market is
always difficult.The UK 808 sector
has not seen a slowdown of this
magnitude ever v it doesn☂t even
compare to the slowdown in 1989/
91 .This means that nobody much

younger than 45 has ever
managed their way through
anything like these kind of

problems before. EVen the most
experienced managers privately
admit that they were too slow to take

remedial action (as in ☜Sure/yit will
get better next month..l☂ll wait until

then before I cut.,.") Just as nobody on their deathbed has ever
regretted spending too Iitfletime in the office, nobody we know

has ever regretted cutting ☜too hard".

The future?
We fully expect the performance of

quoted 808 companies to get

worse in 2001 as "restructuring"

costs bite. We hope, however, that
investors have already taken
account of this and that a bottom

has been reached for our indices.
As you can see in the chart, our own

508 index has, at end Apr.01 , fallen
by amassive 59% since its high of
16077 at end Feb. 00.

We do not expect share prices to
recover (and then only modestly)

until 04 when we should be able to
accurately forecast an improving financial performance in 2002

As usual, there will be bright spots

amongst the gloom, In times of
national or international economic

slowdown, outsourcing usually
performs well as companies

struggle to contain and/or reduce IT
costs. We have already seen this in
the recent excellent figures from
EDS UK and IBM Global Services
and, of course, the most "Boring" IT

services of them all - Capita.
2001 is a time to stand up and be
proud to be both Boring and
Profitable.

 

2000's fall down to a poor

growth in revenue, market

 
and mainstream iT spend
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,The☂tigures»above relate to 150: quoted companies ONLY.
We will bring☁you the headline growth ratesiorthe UK 805

*seclor after analysis of over-1000 ☜companies next month.
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Bond International Software ♥ supplier

of software and services to the recruitment

and tourism industries - announced

results for the year to 31st Dec. 00.

Turnover rose 11% to £9.4m, a LBT of E789K in 99 has
become a PET of 21m, and Loss Per Share last year of

4.81 p is now an EPS of5.02p. Commenting on the results,

Chairman Martin Baldwin, said: ☜After an excellent 2000
we enter the current year optimistic about the group☂s

pedormance, particularly in the second half when a number

of signi cant new orders are expected to be delivered☂.

Comment: After losses in FY99, Bond has posted a solid

bond
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Business opportunities from ☜established☝ recruitment companies

Bond International Software

Six-year Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1995

EE-Bm E935K

  

set of results for 2000 based on organic growth. Whilst the

 

tourism division had a ☜disappointing year" and was

 

vaar ending arsmec

  

unprofitable, the recruitment software and services division

reponed 18% growth in sales in the UK and Europe, and

☜steady improvement' in the US market where it claims there

is no market-leader in the supply of recruitment software.
Indeed Bond has been busy building up its overseas
presence and reports that its operations in Australia and Asia

are ☜making goodprogress☁. It also has two offices in the US,

one in Canada, one in South Africa and is considering opening

an office in continental Europe within 18 months, based upon

the ☜notably higher level of sales enquiries' coming from
Europe.

Unsurprisingly, Bond reports that in H2, the business

opportunities were, once again, coming from the established

recruitment companies as the internet-based recruiters
struggled to obtain further funding. Deals have beenclinched

 

with PwC, Blue Arrow and Kelly Services, and since year-end,
the company☂s largest ever single order, from US staffing

company Westaft Inc.
Bond☂s web-enabled offering has already been sold to a number
of "established" players and it has launched an ASP offering.
Bond enters 2001 with a record order book and ☜an
encouraging prospect llst'. Hopefully the problems and losses
of 99 are well behind them. We☂d like to see an improvement on

the 11% margin. The share price has fallen during the month,
ending 9% lower at 72p.

P 

 

mVI Group, the CAD/CAM providers, have
announced results for the yearto 315☁ Dec.

00.Turnover on continuing operations rose 15% to £5.2m, and,

with a further £426K from acquisitions, gave overall growth of
24%. PBT grew by slightly less to £465K, a rise of 6% giving a

diluted EPS of 1.05p. However, operating profit on continuing
activities fell marginally, from £427K to £420K, with acquisitions
contributing an additional £23K of operating profit.
Research and development costs increased by 75% on the
previous year, to £1.1m, partly as a result of the Tecnocam

acquisition, albeit through a deliberate consolidation strategy.

Don Babbs, Chief Executive, commented on the success of the

company☁s strategy of consolidation, ☜ The strategy of
concentrating on speci c applications ofCAD/CAM for industgl,

particularly in the mould and die manufacturing sector,

accessing nance and a share listing in the United States are
at an advanced stage, increasing the Group☂s potential through
carefully selected acquisitions."

Comment: The management of VI Group clearly believe that

consolidation is the key to success over the next few years,

and have been actively pursuing this goal. While the company
has delivered year on year growth in revenues and profits for
two years, this did not impress the markets during 2000.The

company is planning to list in the US in the immediate aftermath
of a general slump in shareprices, and a crash in technology

slocks.The management must behoping that they will be able
to raise enough funds to finance further acquisitions, and
possibly find some bargains among US software vendors. For
this plan to succeed, VI Group will need to impress more than it
has done over the last year. Share price is unchanged at 27p

this month.
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continued to show results during 2000. Opportunities for

US software giant Computer Associates
(CA) has announced preliminary 04 and year

☜mummmmw end results ahead of expectations, with
revenue up7.6% to $5.565b and anticipated

operating EPS of $1.61 compared with $1.31 for the year to
31st Mar. 01. The company puts much of the credit on its new

business model, which relies on subscription licenses rather

than enterprise license payments.

Comment - We certainly Support CA☂s new licensing model,

which looks like a win-win ♥ customers get more flexibility and

CA gets a more regularcash flow . But it☂s hard to see this as a

significant generator of extra revenue, except perhaps in the

short-term transition. Certainly in a slow mainframe market and
difficult economic conditions it☂s not enough to change fortunes.
On the other hand, the company has, in the past, trumpeted

services as the route to future growth ♥ CA set up a professional
sen/ices organisation in 1998 and, of course, made that
unsuccessful bid for CSC. There was no comment in this

announcement on the reason for the fall in services revenue

this year by 32%; from $764m last year to $517m this time
around.  
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MSB shook off the legacy of the ☁glorious ☂ Goldberg years in 2000

MSB International ☜a leading provider ofhuman capital solutions"(ie IT staff agency) saw revenues

drop 15% to £158m for the year to 31st Jan. 01. PBT at £2.6m is about half what it was last year,
a n d

EPS is down from 17.3p to

7.5p. Nonetheless, new CEO

John Bateman reported that:

☜MSB is well positioned for
growth and has an exciting
future ahead of it. I look forward
to working with the board and
the very strongteam at MSB
in realising the significant
growth opportunities that are
available to us☝. Bateman (ex
Executive VP at EDS), joined

MSB as NED in Mar. 00 and
became Chairman very soon
after. He replaced long time
director - and latterly CEO -
Peter Flaherty in a suprise
announcement on the day

these results were released.

Flaherty, who has "left the

company☝, effectively led MSB☁s resurrection after the tumultuous Goldberg years and was also instrumental in setting

up lTSA industry body, ATSCo. We have greatly enjoyed our relationship with Peter - whom we class as 'a scholar and
a gentleman☂ - and wish him well.

Comment: MSB, in common with many other IT staff agencies, has been through a difficult time these past two years,
with declining revenues and profits. Like most other companies we☂ve spoken to, 2000 was a ☁year of two halves☁ for

MSB, i.e. H1 a real stinker, but definite signs of life in H2. However, according to Bateman, 2001 has started a bit patchy
so caution is still the byword. Nonetheless, 2000 has been a milestone year for MSB as it finally shook off the Goldberg
☁legacy☂. Since then, MSB has radically shaken up its operations (and sales force) and brought costs down to a level

more commensurate with their revenuesThey☁ve also started to move up the value chain, with new permanent recruitment,

☁consu'ting☂ (is. project teams), and managed service offerings, albeit rather late in the day. They☂ve also started to live

up to the ☁lnternational' tag, opening offices in Utrecht, Glasgow (well, sort of international), Dublin and Frankfurt.
We'd have to say MSB now looks in better shape then we've seen them for some time - and it☂s been a long time since

we've been able to say anything nice about them at all! They now have 'global☂ aspirations - which go beyond IT staffing
(we don't think that's a good idea at all at this stage of their ☁recovery☁) though as John Bateman told us, ☁you☁ve got to
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MSB International

7 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1995

E] Revenue I PBT
£191,3m

£69.5m £5,43m

1995
Year ending 3152 Jan.

      

shoot for the stars ...". Fine - so long as you don't crash into a meteorite on the way.

 

QSP - Optimistic for an

☁ improving situation
~ QSP - provider of financial management

and business solutions - has announced results for the

year to 31st Dec. 00 (the last of the ☁larger' quoted 808

companies to announce for FY00) showing revenue
virtually staticat £40.9m, LBT deepened from Earn to

 

£4.7m, and Loss Per Share, previously 4p, is now 5.2p.

Commenting on the outlook, Chairman John Bateman said:
☜Although 2001 will continue to provide a challenging trading

environment, we have taken necessary actions and are

optimistic for an improving situation in the coming year".

The shares tumbled following the results, but recovered to

end the month up 11% at at 23p. Note. 99 figures restated.

  

Systems Union - Withdrawal from a dot. com-based business strategy
Systems Union (formerly freecom.net) announced results
for the year to 31st Dec. 00 ♥ turnover roseto £53.8m but

is not really comparable to last year's £600K (£49.9m came
from the acquisitions of Pegasus and Systems Union),
LBT of £1 .9m in 99 turned into a LBT of £105.9m (of which

£78.5m is from discontinued ops), and Loss Per Share
has deepened from 9.8p to 125.3p. Commenting on the
results, Chairman Bob Morton said: "This has been a
significant and challenging year for the group in which we
have seen a complete restructuring of our business. We
have removed significant loss making activities from the
group with our withdrawal from a dot.com based business
strategy...Jhe major restructuring of the cost base has

restored the group to nancial stability and lays the solid

foundation for our future pro tability'.
Readers may recall that the "old" freecom.net was an
embryonic provider of "virtual retailing services on the
internet☂, for SMEs ♥ a |oss»making business, needless

to say. The acquisitions of Pegasus (Feb. 00) with its
financial and business software for SMEs and Systems
Union (May 00) with its SunSystems financial suite, aimed

more at the ☜M's amongst the SMEs. has given the
company a worldwide network of channel partners and

close to 60,000 customers. The challenge for the new

Systems Union now is to build on its market share, and
produce some profits. Paul Cole (CEO and former FD) has
set about reducing the cost base ♥ c250 personnel and

contractors have been cut - with a View to restoring financial
stability and delivering profits, and early indications in FY01
are encouraging. A return to activities based on ☜traditional
profit models" is welcome.

Since the results announcement, Systems Union disposed
of ☜surplus property assets☝ (formerly Systems Union☂s
global HQ and R&D facility in Hants until its acquisition in

May 00), for £7.75m.
The share price ended the month up 20% at 78p.
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Are incumbent telcos undervalued?

Our parent Ovum is recognised globally for its analysis of the telecoms market. Partly encouraged by its acquisition of Richard

Holway Ltd, Ovum is now itself venturing into financial analysis of the telecoms sector. The first fruits of this are just about to be

published, and this article highlights some surprising conclusions about the market valuation of telcos.

The recent volatility in the stock prices of telcos is proving very damaging to the sector. The result has been reduced credit ratings,

postponed lPOs, and a general lowering of confidence. As can be seen from the chart, prices are now returning to their long-term

trend, before the dot.com and tech boom and bust cycle of 1999/2000.

 

  

  

   

  

                                   

    

   

  
  

 

Because of this volatility, Ovum decided to focus

inmsanm... on determining the value of the incumbent telcos'
m-mv-mm-wwom so-called ☜home wireline business" (normally

referred to as ☜HWLB☝). By this, we mean the

normal fixed-line services in the telcos home

country (the ☜boring☝ bit in Holway-speakl). Why?

Because this is the part that is the most complex
to value and that financial analysts least

understand. Analysts have focused mainly on
the wireless and Internet parts of telcos. In
particular, they have argued that, as cellular and
lP based network services cannibalised the
HWLB, and as its margins decline under price
competition, it looks increasingly worthless.
Ovum believes otherwise. Our conclusions are

that:

the HWLBs of incumbents facing competition
are currently undervalued by analysts
-in comparison the alternative network operators .
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which compete with the HWLB are significantly over valued
-the HWLB is, and will remain a low growth, relatively low risk, high cash generating business.

These conclusions result from an extensive model that Ovum has built to predict cash generation by HWLBs over a15-year
period. The model uses a discounted cash flow approach to provide a theoretically sound valuationi

The model takes into account the main threats to the HWLB, which include:
r Loss of market share (when incumbents are exposed to competition, there☂s only one way for their market share to go!)
i Erosion of margins

  

l Substitution by mobile Ovum's Valuation of the HWLB

- Over intrusive regulation.
' ☁ Optimistic scenario 'llllllllIllIll/Illllllllllllll/lll/At the same time, contrary to popular'belief, C mm A ☁ __ ☁

there are some excellent opportunities for I☜ ☁ 5°☜ ☜f☁☝ ____*☁☝
HWLBSI PGSSImlstic scenario Ill/llllllllllliln

- Absolutely the critical success factor will be
Cora strategyWm;

their ability to exploit the predicted move to , -♥♥♥
TBlOCDm X l bunoled services slutagy (Iris 'IIIIIIIIIIIII☂III☂IIA

broadband. Most broadband traffic will be _♥
_ r ' Telecom X dull nothtng to win mass broadband customers 'IllllllIlIlI/I/Il

carried by fixed (not mobile) networks, and _ _ _-Telecom x gm universal service In ndirig ☂I☂III/IIII/IIIIIIIIIIIl/Illlll

 

incumbents are well-positioned to capture

the majority of this traffic from small business UK mam, commons ____!

and residential customers ♥ but only if they wm comer-rum %☝7m¥☝?m7mmmmmm
organise themselves to make this happen. No cnv rivals gag/1,15,19,11,,

For example, BT☁s current structure does not Rahalanceo telephony prices "yuan-mneaenl-mn
look as though it will easily enable this.

- They can grow their wholesale business, Typical anniysis'mioolihumb ______

   

i.e. providing services that others resell to o t 2 a - s 5 1 a i.
end customers. Telcos are starting to "eat Nola. Central Swnar'n. Corn Strategy and UK Conditions use the same assumptions EVIEBlTDA

this as a serious opportunity ♥ rather than a
threat!
-They can also cut costs through the deployment of a single multi-service IP network, and deployment of DSL technologies. Most
HWLBs in the developed world are deploying these two technologies.

The common value metric of HWLBs is the multiple of EBITDA. Analysts usually use a multiple of 5 to 6 when carrying out a sum

of parts analysis. Under Ovum's central scenario the HWLB of incumbents has a underlying value of 5,8 EBITDA (see chart), in

countries with market conditions like the UK. The model also examines a range of scenarios, with a range of multiples between

about 4 and 8.

However, outside North America, the UK market is at least as competitive as any other. Therefore, in many other countries, this

multiple could be substantially higher. in other words, Ovum believes that analysts are undervaluing telcos in manY markels

by up to 50%.

More controversial are the valuations of the HWLB☂s competitors ♥ the new entrants such as Colt and Energis in the UK, and many

others across the world. Analysts are basing their valuations on average growth rates of about 22% pa. over the long term.

However, Ovum☂s model suggests that these growth rates are far too optimistic ♥ if they are sustained, then the new entrants will

soon come to occupy over 100% of the available market! Ovum☂s model suggests that average growth rates of 11% pa. is what

the market will support for these players collectively. Hence, we conclude that these new players are likely to be collectively

overvalued by analysts.

As far as the incumbent telcos are concerned, they need to pay more attention to the ongoing success of their HWLBs. Although

low growth, they are relatively low risk and high cash generating businesses, and are therefore a great complement to their

wireless and Internet businesses which are high risk and cash hungry.

For more information on this research, please call David Lewin or Tony Lavendar at Ovum on 020 7551 9000.
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Quoted Companies - Results Service Note: Highlighted Names indicate results announced this month.
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R&D spend increases despite falling revenues

Cllnlcal Computing 5 Clinical Computing pIc
TeSUltS for the Year to Year 90011193191 Dec. 10 year Revenue andPET Record
3151 Dec. 00 showed From1991

turnover down 27% to
£2.26m, last year☂s modest profit
of £382K turned into LBT of

£328K, and EPS last year of 1.5p
is now a Loss Per Share of 1.3p,
Comment: Clinical provides

specialist ☜treatment information"
software to the medical
community. They lPO☂d in Feb. 94
and then proceeded to post

appalling results for three years. 12.0111
FY00 sees a return to ☜form☝, it
you cancan it that, 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1999 1999 2000

The results were hit by

development delays affecting orders for Clinical☂s new
Clinica1 Vision product gates in both the UK and the US We have commented before that Clinical☁s shareholders

fell, but it was the us that really dragged things down with must be running out of patience (no pun intended), as
a 31% decline in revenue. Indeed, the us is Clinical☂s main turnover has hovered around the Elm mark for the past
market (accounting for 77% of total revenues), with the UK tour VearS- lNdeedi the)☂ WM☜ be a 9'335i0 example Of a

    

El Revenue l PBT

 
second largest at 020%. small company which should never have gone or stayed

Clinical's R&D spend increased at 14%, despite falling public. From a oat price of 124p backin Feb. 94. the share
revenues. price at the end of the month down 2% at Just 27p.
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Harvey Nash certainly seems to be a class act!

Results from Harvey Nash (ITSA - IT
contractors and permanent recruitment) for

the year to 31st Jan 01 were pretty good with
revenue up 50% at £226.2m (up still very
good 30% organically), and operating profits
up 23% at £15.4m (before amotisation of
goodwill and exceptionals). However, PET

was up just 8.3% at £12.97m representing a

PET margin of 5.7% and diluted EPS (after
adjt for amortisation of goodwill and
exceptionals) was down from 27.64p to
24.63p.

But it☂s the outlook which gives more cause
272m' mat 29m m☜,

Harvey Nash Group pic

9 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1993

El Revenue I PBT

    

E363m

mam mat

   

for concern. Harvey Nash has warned that
the slowdown in the US (6% of revenue and
contributing £518K of operating profits) will
mean that part of their operations are currently performing
below expectations and will breakeven this year. You may

remember that the US was ☜born☝ out of the acquisition of
techPartners. From an operational viewpoint this is
performing OK and will give HN a platform when the US
market does recover. From a convoluted logic viewpoint,
we could point out that as techPartners was a performance-

related deal, the amount paid could slump from £49m to
£18m if that element was not earned. In the US, telecoms
and technology are particularly badly affected. Indeed
although the UK (65% of HN☂s revenue - up 38% in year)
continues broadly in line with expectations, there has been
a slowdown in these sectors here too. Broadly, the UK was
☜holding up weil☂.
Our conversation with Han/ey Nash☂s CEO David Higgins

on the day of the results announcement, really did confirm
the picture we have heard from others. The ☁bonventionai"
IT markets are holding up reasonably well. For example,

the pharmaceutical sector with its long lead times still needs
to test and then bring drugs to market so has held up well.
On the other hand the new economy activities have been

hit badly. HN☂S US West Coast operations have ☜fallen off a
cliff whereas its East Coast operations are "still rolling

with mission critical systems". Whereas a year back the
professional services companies were losing staff at a

1993 1994

 

1595 1996 1997

  

Year ending gist January

  

record rate, HN reports that this is a much more buoyant

market as more staff move 82C (Back to Consulting). The

very strength of HN today comes from its relatively broad
spread of activities ♥ both by sector and geography.

Although we must not claim any credit, Higgins did say

' that Ovum Holway☂s Anthony Miller☂s CSSA presentation
in 1998, had influenced his views that HN must "move
further up the food chain" and that☂s exactly what he has
done.
Harvey Nash was an lPO in May 97 at 175p and even at
its current 340p (it fell 35p on the day of the results

announcement) has performed very well in the
circumstances and compared to many of its peers Anyway,

HN seem a class act in a sector where it is not often
possible to use such descriptions!

 

Well it you had your money on Bonfield leaving BT you
lost. It☂s lain Vallance that☂s taken the long walk and will

hand over the chairmanship to Sir Christopher Bland
(chairman of the BBC since 1996) from May lst. But will it

be enough? We doubt it. Bonfield is still there and yet to

prove he can make the sort of radical changes required
(and didn☁t make at ICL). He☂s now backed by a long time
television man, and to cap it all Vallance will hang around

as President Emeritus (whatever that is).

   

Buoyant about ability to become profitable

We well remember the
great white hope for UK
technology was its world
leadership in virtual reality software. We were all to live our
lives with goggles and every new design concept could be
viewed inside»and-out from every angle. It didn☂t quite work
out and most of those ealier players like Division and
Virtuality are not around anymore, But Superscape has
survived and this month announced results for the six month
period to 31" Jan. 01, having changed their FYE from July.
Turnover was £1.4m, compared with £2.2m for the year to
Jul. 01. This included £293K of revenue from RTZ, which
Superscape acquired in July 2001. The company made a
pre-tax loss of £4.3m, compared to £6.8m in the prior period,

giving a loss per share of 12p (26.6p),
Turnover was broken down between £1.2m from consultancy
(83% of total) and £0.2m from royalties (17%). In the prior

year, revenues from software sales and licencing were

£323K, but these had dropped to £6K for the six month
period. The majority of Superscape☂s business is in the UK
(£695K) and the us (£430K), with RTZ contributing £293K
of European revenue. The Asia Pacific region did not

☁.
☁ 1.1921: ☁ CAPE

contribute any revenue during the six month period, as
activities there have been concentrating, ☜predominantly
on business development.☝

Superscape attributed their increased loss to staff costs
as the company gears up for increased activity, noting that

business was strong in the US and that repeat business
was becoming an increasing feature of Superscape☂s

activities.
Comment: Despite continued losses, Chairman John King

remains buoyant about Superscapes's ability to turnaround
and become profitable. But Superscape has not returned a

profit since listing on the main market in 1994. Superscape
now has a European catalyst with the acquisition of RTZ
Virtual Worlds, but the collapse of the ☁dot.coms☂ has
removed an important source of business for Superscape,

as acknowledged in a Jul. 00 trading statement. John King
shrugged off concerns about the wider market in his

comments on the results, ☜Despite weaknesses in the

technology sector over recent months and the concomitant
fall in share prices, the Board remains confident that the
radical new strategy announced in November 1999 will
deliver strong revenue growth and improved profitability in
the medium term, which we believe wili lead to a steady

improvement in shareholder value."
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Has the bottom been reached in 30-Apr-01 SCSI Index 6662.37

  

  
  

   

 

  

curl-"dices? FTSE |T (SOS) Index 1454.27
1 l'IMARK 100 2100.40

We believe that the answer to the above :TCSEM 5965.90
question is probably ☁yes☂. And we are not FTSE AIM

SCSIInolx Hmmlsttmmllmthe only ones to think this. The media in

the past few days has expressed the same -'

view (and for once we agree with them!) '
As we have said on the front page of this Mon", (01/04/01 ,0☝me ☜29%

month☂s System House, we are of the FromiSihAprBS «666.24%

  FTSE SmallCap

    

 

+5.91%
+190.56%

opinion that the performance of quoted F'°☂☜15☝a"9° ☜24-09% ☜52-52%
com anies will et worse as ☜restructurin " mesuanm ☜tank ☜761%p 9 9 From1stJan92 +537.63% +139.34=/.
costs bite, but that (we hope) investors mmwangg {415.07%

have already taken account of this. FromistJan94 +299.04=/.

This month saw all the indices in our table $3333
. . . . t a
Increase - the first tIme we have seenthis meumn 97 ☜48.33%

smce January - Indeed for the past two me1smange 4.115352%

months. all the indices showed decreases. FromtstJan 99 «59.03% +1.43% «426% +05% 60.06% .
The teChMARK managed to rise above (he From1stJan00 41.92% 43.90% 44.43% solar/u 447.76% 4.50%
2000 mark, but the FrSEmo didm quite FromtstJan01 40.43% «1.11% «113% essay. 45.34% 414%

In our SCS index, the increases were led 15☁ Jan 98 ☜Na☝ 99 15' Jan 00 1st Jan 01 01

by the System Houses and Software ygltem House? 121's?☝
, i . . . afngenCIes 65.04

Productscompanies With Increases In-theIr Resellers 447%
share prices of 4% and 6% respectIver. Sonware products 187.2%
The ITSAs and Resellers are still struggling. Horway Internet Index

Mondas saw the biggest rise in its share Hona SCS Index 119.5%

price this month - increasing an impressive 147% and hence recovering to Jan. 01 levels - followed by Surtcontrol at
☁just☂ 47%. Showing the biggest fall was Recognition Systems, followed by CMG, which saw a share price fall of 39% as
a result of its Wireless Data Solutions business trading update, hence knocking £1.4bn off its market value. Bright
Station☂s share price has also taken a tumble, down 27%, after the announcements that they are down to their last 24m

cash and that CEO Dan Wagner is ☁stepping down☂ from the Board (more on www.ovumholwaycom/hotnews).
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+74,55%
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- Viewing the future with ☜prudent optimism☝
IS SolutIar

IS Solutions ♥ projects and contract technical services - results for the year to Stst Dec. 00
show turnover down 5% to £11.2m (continuing ops actually declined 5%), PET fell 55% to £547K and EPS was down
from 3.42p last year to 1.17p. Commenting on the results, Chairman Barrie Clark said: ☜Contract wins announced on 14

February 2001 indicate
ongoing demand for
project and recurring '5$°'☜☜°"5 P":
revenue work, and {he Yaarendinga1stDec. 10 year Revenue and PET Record

board believes that this From 1991
will provide a more DRevenue IPBT
balanced revenue stream

for the current year☝.
Comment: It is becoming
a familiar tale..t.delays in
clinching contracts in the
US and at home in H2

meant that IS Solutions

produced disappointing

results Admittedly the
company is taking a
"prudent vieW☂ on the '90-1'☜
amortisation of goodwill

arising from the AXL
acquisition (solutions

provider for the financial sector, acquired Apr. 00), and will be writing it off over five years (resulting in a charge of £321K

in 00) But without the£981K contribution to turnover from AXL in 00, revenue for the group as a whole would have
declined 5%. An over reliance on contractors (especially in the web side of the business) impacted on margins (down

from 10.2% to 41%), but we understand that efforts were made in Q4 to redress the balance between permanent and

freelance staff. The board is viewing the future with ☜prudent optimlsni☁.
Overseas operations revenue declined 026% to 22m, but profitability improved to £0.1m, and with it, margin to 5%. But
that☂s still a very slim margin for a ☜people based" system house, and overall profit margin was just 4.1% - not much
better than many IT staff agencies!
IS Solutions moved to the main market in May 00, and did a four-for-one stock split in June 00. The shares ended
the month down 12% at 83p.
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Trading Updates

MMT: Full year results to 31 st Aug 01 are expected to fall below

expectations after ☜uneven trading conditions☝ in its business
and IT solutions division, and losses in its energy software
and services subsidiary. Turnover has declined in its contracting
operation Summers. Talks are continuing to dispose of the
energy division.
Recognition Systems: Revenue for the year to 30th Sep. 01
is expected to be ☜signi cantly below market expectations and
the loss commensurater higher'. This is due to the slowdown
in the US market. Progress in the UK and Far East is not

expected to offset the shortfall of sales in the US.
Mondas: It is ☜encouragedbycurrent trading". In the securities
and investments sector, its software solutions operation for
corporate actions and reconciliations ☜has met with significant
success☂. Also DSFI (acquired Oct. 00) is ☜progressing weli☂
with new client wins, particularly in the education sector.
Consequently, the operating loss for year to 30th Apr. 01 is
expected to be ☜significantly smaller" than previously
anticipated.
Kewill: Operating profit for FY01 (to 31 st Mar.) is expected to
be in line with market expectations, although revenue will be

☜marginally below the consensus☁. It also reported that Geoffrey
Finlay is stepping down as CE, to be replaced by RobertMalley
(currently President of Kewill☂s US e-commerce division).
Autonomy: Shares slumped - that is the right word this time ♥

by 42.9% to 325p, as Autonomy issued a major warning this
month. Goldman Sachs cut its earnings forecast in half for
2001. The really bad news from the warning was that it was a
slowdown in Europe rather than in the US that was blamed.
Orders expected in the dying days of Qt did not materialise.
And when Qt results were announced at the end of the month,
they revealed revenue of $14.7m compared to analyst
expectations of ☜$20♥24m". The shares recovered slightly
following the initial warning but only to 591p ♥ this still wiped
another £183rn from the market value this month. Indeed
Autonomy is now worth just £744m compared to over £5bn at
its peak.

Comment - We are in a bit of a quandary re: AutonomyThe UK
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ICL's gov. people from ICL. The operation

applications business local authorities will be merged with Anita's existing public sector

business.

Anite Group Delta Partners SA Developer of telecoms Initial consideration of £1 .8m and max. earn~out of

sottware and consultanc £350K both In shares for the French coman .

Anita Group Business Computer Public sectorapps 100% £1.35m Glasgow-based BCT develops and maintains soltware

Technology for the public sector. ltwill be merged with Anite's

existing_pub|ic sector division.
CSC Softlab's UK Software & services for the 100% n/a (250 will provide services for BMW, Ford and MG

Automotive software automotive industry Rover.

8. services business

Grou coman Didata aid £5.3m ufront, rest deferred overthths.
EDS Systematics AG German IT Services Flll'l'l 100% Eur0635m Systematic's revenue to 31st Dec. 00 was Eur0365m

Le. PSR = 1. UK revenue was cEuroZBm. Systematic

has c250 staff in the UK.
Fl Group Synergy International US consulting company remaining £27.7m Fl picked up 20% of Synergy when it acquired Druid,

Consulting 80% and an option to purchase the remainin shares.

IBM Intermix Software Dahbase IBM will integrate Inlormix's database business ops

from Infonnix Corp. and personnel into its Software data management

division. lnformix Corp will focus on its other

independent business, Ascential Software and will be

j_ renamed Ascential Software.
Knowledge Raging Knowledge Web-based software US-based Flaging Knowledge provides collaborau'on

Management Software developer software, to be integrated with KMS's search products.

The deal was funded with 9m shares at 24p per share.

Morse Delphis Holdings Ltd IT services Delphis provides professional services from helpdesk

to project management, and emplys 265 staff. Morse

paid £15m upfront and a further £25m is dependent

uon ertormance.

Oxygen Holdings Tera Group 0V Finnish incubator remaining 25m Tera invest in early stage technology companies In the

32.7%

100% £15,5m
Nordic region.
erco paid cash for Terence Chapman Group☁s

S nero business.

needs companies like Autonomy and people like Mike Lynch
(for whom we have great respect). But how anyone ever
believed Autonomy was "worth" £5b+ is beyond us. Even at
£744m, Autonomy is still trading at over 16 x 2000 revenues.
But we should not overlook the wider implications for all of us.
Lynch believes that what hehas witnessed might well be signs
of a ☜global recession☝. ☜Large multinationals across all regions

have taken radical steps very quickly".
Bright Station is burning cash and is down to its last £4m.The
Board has agreed (but is so far not legally contracted) to a
convertible bond facility with CSFB, but this is dependent of

Bright Station☂s market value staying above £30m.

Total Systems: ☜Due to queries received from shareholders,

the board wishes to advise the market that Total Systems pic
will meet or exceed current market expectations for the year

ending 315! March 01 and that orders previous/y anticipated
have been received☝.
Comment: ☜Glass half full?☝Well Total shares are up 12% at
69p this month, which values them at £7.1m. Pretty good
considering that Total had revenue of just £1 .96m and a loss of
£579K in the year to 315☁ Mar 00.
"Glass hallempty?"Total was an IPO on the USM (remember
it?) in Mar 88 at 85p (Wow, even the Abbey National BS beats
this) but in 1988 Total had a PBT of £835K.
So what exactly went wrong in the last 13 years and why are
shareholders hanging on in there rather than selling out to

some other party who might inject some life into this moribund
body?
Cedar Group: Group revenue for the year to 31st Mar 01 is
expected to be £110m, over three-times the £36.3m reported
in 2000. PET is expected to be in the range of £1 1 .5m to £13m
compared to £5.8m in 2000. This indicates a much better H2
for the company as interim results for the period ending Sep.
00 revealed losses of £852K and revenue of jusl £23m. H2 has

been helped along by the integration of ESG, acquired in Oct.
00. ESG is expected to show revenues of £38m with European

Q4 revenues ☜the highest evef'. The message from Cedar
Group is similar to that from IBM Global Services - it comments Continued page 11 May2001
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Marlborough Stirling

ONE Softw are SP AM 75p

  

ebookerscom Online travel corrpany

 

Dotcom B20 MAIN n/a

Issue Est Md Cap. lPO Date
Price

  

Altodigital

Akaei

Cityjobscom

City reach

Computer games developer

Internet Recruitment

lnternet Services

tbc £140.0m

£12.5m

tbc

early 2001

May-01
Q1 2001

02 2001

early 2001

tbc

 

H1 2001

  

Errbedded Solutions Softw are

MoneyGuru Online financial services

Netalogue Technologies Procurement Softw are

covey♥01
scs

 

Kinetic information Systen☂s Financial 80th are

IT Support Services

Timberw eb Online Marketplace Hovider

Trading Updates Continued...

☜In the UK. growth in traditional markets has been good"...but
as with everyone else at the moment, it is approaching the year
ahead with uncertainty and caution.
BaltimoreTechnologies: expects Q1 revenues to be £23.7m,
up from the £9.5m recorded in the same period last year but
below the £25m it predicted in a trading statement in March.
Unexpected contract deferrals, which it believes will be
completed in 02, are blamed.
DiagonalcTrading in Q1 ☜was consistent with expectations☝with
a strong order book.
Kalamazoo: Market conditions in the second half have
continLad to be difficult. "Whilst the Group has continued to
incur operating losses in the second half, these have been at a
greatly reduced level to the first half. However, the loss for the
year will exceed market expectations at the pre exceptional,
pre tax level".
Misys: The outlook to May, its year end, remains in line with
expectations. The upbeat statement said that the company "is
confident of a progressive return to its long-term growth rate
during this year☝.
CMG: CMG issued a significant profits warning causing its
shares to drop 19% to 360p on the day of the announcement.

The anticipated increase in demand in for its Wireless Data

Solutions is not being realised so it expects turnover for the

division in H12001 to be lower than in H12000. The division,

which last year generated 1/3 of Group profits, will report a loss
of £10m for the full year♥that☂s compared to a profit of £42.3m
in 2000. Cor Stutterheim, Chairman, claims to remain confident
that telecoms network operators would start spending on text
messaging software upgrades when they ☜have resolved their
own funding issues" Le. it is a case of ☜if☝ and not ☜when☝.

tbc tbc

scs TBA the £50m
SCS SP TBA tbc tbc

Dotcom C&M AIM tbc £10.0m

SP TBA 2p
SCS

Dotcom

 

scs |ss| AIM
AIM

The company tried to reassure the market by saying that

business derived from ICT consultancy services continues to
trade in line with expectations set out at the time of the 2000
results. It states, ☜the improvement experienced in the latter
stages of last year has continued including a strong increase
in demand for EHP☂.The statement then goes on to emphasise

that CMG has no direct and little indirect exposure to the US

market and expects double digit organic revenue to continue
in its key ICT services business.

Hewlett Packard: is to slash 3000 management jobs following

a warning that earnings for the quarter ended 30th Apr. 01

would be ☜less than half Wall Street expectations".

Microgen: ☜following the completion of the restructuring last
year, the Group has returned to operating profitability and

continues to produce apositive operating cash flow In the first
quarter of 2001, all businesses produced positive profit

contribution before Group overhead and goodwill amortisatiori'.
N83: The new business pipeline is continuing to grow
☜satisfactorily in both the US and the UK, with UK trading in
the current year also satisfactory. Concerns about a slowdown
in the US economy have not yet impacted the business to date.
New contract wins were announced with a number of retailers
including PC City (a continental European division of Dixons).
The integration of Canadian STS is proceeding well, and a
reduction in headcount of 87 is expected to result in annual
cost savings of £1 .9m.

At Capita☂s AGM this month the company said that ☜the Board
is delighted by current trading and at the end of the first quarter
the Group is significantly ahead of the corresponding period in
2000. We are also encouraged by the level of majorsales wins
and the growth being achieved across the business". But then
that☂s what we have come to expect from the company.

  

Better than its rivals in 03...

Microsoft has announced revenue of
$6.46bn for its 03 ended 315' Mar. 01, a 14% increase over the
same quarter last year. Net income and diluted earnings per
share were $2.45bn (up just 3%) and $0.44 (from $0.43).
Although growth was across the board, desktop software, which
accounts forc70% of sales, grew by just 10.8%, due to the slow
dOWn in the Pc market,The enterprise software fared much

benef. particularly Windows 2000 Professional and the
accelerating demand for the .NET Enterprise Sewer products.
European revenue was actually d0wn 3% compared with last
year, attributed to the weak euro - at constant exchange rates

it would have been 7% growth, 3% better than last year.

Comment . n was this time last year that Microsoft first

encountered problems, when revenue growth slumped to lust
1% in Q4 2000 compared with 041999. For the first two quarters

M372001 11

of this financial year the company reported revenue growth of

c8%, so 14% in OS is a distinct improvement torthis bell-wether

of the industry (and better than its rivals). Microsoft said that the

results were at the high end of expectations (which were

lowered at the end of last year), but they still show a significant

decrease in the revenue growth reported this time last year of

23%.
The company is forecasting c$25.25b revenue torthe full year
to June 30☁"up just 10% on FY2000.
In a conference call accompanying the announcement Microsoft
said that it believes the PC market has stabalised, with c7-8%
growth worldwide, but that the company☂s ☁success☂ in the last
Quarter was much to do with less exposure to dotcoms and
the telecoms sector than some rivals as well as a broader
server product line than this time last year. Certainly the

company☁s Q4 results will be interesting ♥ anything more than
10% growth over 04 2000 will be an achievement.
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New Ovum Holway Products launched this month

Hotnews - Post 151 May www.holway.com/hotnews (and
techmarkresearch.com/newsdesk) are now a customer only
based service. Assuming (as you are reading System
House!) that you are already a subscriber, you should have
received a User Name and Password for Hotnews (If not

please contact Priya Scarliello on 0207 551 9242). If you
havejust borrowed this copy (or worse...), you cansubscribe
NOW by using the order form below.
2001 Holway Report ♥ The Ovum Holway team is in the
final stages of producing the massive 14th edition of the
tome. Except this year, the ☜tome☝ will be available as a

continuous service on the web. This really makes much
more sense as the all important company profiles, data
sheets, ranking tables etc. will now be continuously
updated throughout the year.
Ovum Holway Report Continuous Service - We have
put together a very special ☜package☝ offer containing:

- Holway Report 2001 Industry Report - The "Bible" of
the financial performance of the UK SCS sector
(=Volurne One in previous Holway Reports). Supplied
both in paper and on the web.

- Company profiles, rankings and datasheets
(=Volumes 2 and 3 in previous Holway Reports).
Supplied via the web only.
- System House each month - supplied in both paper
and on the web.

- Access to Hotnews
- Ticket to the CSSA Dinner on 12th July (worth £240)
(subject to availability). Most CEOs (like Geoff Unwin/
CGEY, Martin Read/Logica, Hilary Cropper/Fl) already
booked and places already in short supply (honest).

This package is available for just £6000 +VAT (single user)
and represents a considerable saving on the cost of this
☜package☝ last year.
Note. The service runs for one year from 1st June...so you
get even better value if you subscribe before then. Also
note that existing customers will get the equivalent refund
for the unexpired part of the System House subscription.
There are many options available - from buying the Industry
Report on its own for just £2500 all the way through to the
company-wide licences and advisory services (poa).

  

  

IBM Global Services - a

superb 01!
IBM Global Services reported excellent

Q101 results, whereas the rest of IBM did not do quite so
well. Overall, IBM☂s revenues totalled $21.0bn, up 9% on
Q1 2000 (up 14% at constant currency), with EMEA
revenues up 3% (11% at constant currency) to $5.6bn. But
IBM Global Services revenues, including maintenance, grew
12% (18% in constant currency) to $8.5bn. Excluding

maintenance (which grew at just 2%), the revenues
increased by 15% (21%). Global Services accounted for

40% of IBM's Q1 revenue, neck-and-neck with hardware.

Revenues from e-Business services ♥ into which IBM has

put a lot of investment in the last year or so with its
Innovations Centres and other initiatives - increased more

than 40%.
The only down side to the Global Services results was that
the gross profit margin dipped slightly (from 25.9% to 25.5%)
whereas it increased for the rest of the business (to 36.1%
overall). But the organisation signed a Q1 record of $10.2bn

of service contracts giving them a total services backlog
of c$87bn.
Comment - The Global Services operation saw good growth

across the board; 16% in outsourcing (which constituted
040% of business), 26% in business innovation services

(consulting and systems integration) and 29% in Integrated
Technology Services (support services). We can only agree
with Louis Gerstner, IBM☂s Chairman and CEO, comment
that ☜times like these play to our strengths as a diversified,
services-led company☂. We have heard a similar story from
other services companies recently ♥ EDS and Capita to

name but two. On the other hand, contrast with CMG where

the ☁exciting☂ Wireless Data Solutions business let them

down.
We particularly liked the second part of Gerstner's comment

"Moreover, many in our industry have gotten a bit carried
away over the last few years by the exaggerated

expectations lor the Internet world☂ ♥ now there☂s an

understatement!
It☂s worth noting that, by way of contrast, IBM☂s software
revenues were flat at $2.9bn (up 5% in constant currency)-
Operating software grew just 2% and middleware 6%. /J
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  2000 IT Staff Agency Report 2001e-business services Report

I] Master copy @ £1750 C] Master copy @ £1750   

 

2001 Holway Report (available from June 01)

E] Continuous Service Incl. System House and Hotnews (single user) @ 26,000 + VAT [3

System House(including access to Hotnews)
One year's aubscriptlon 0 £455 p.u. [j ☜5 - copy subscript/on" 6 £990 P-a- Electronic option: are uvallablo.

9th edition Software and IT Services Industr in Euro a Pro ramme (Please call for brochure/price list)
D Multl national licence £13,250 + VATDNational licence 28,850 + VAT DAdditlonal copies @ 22,000 + VAT each

Cheque payable to Ovum Ltd.

  

Many other packages on
applicatlon

     

     

 

   
   

 

  

 

Address. Ovum Holway, 2, St. George☂s Yard, [:1 Cheque enclosed

Farnham Surre GUS 7LW.
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